
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
D-23: Three-Syllable Words

Spelling Words Review

telephone

hospital

envelope

spaghetti

cabinet

internet

imagine

rectangle

pajamas

microwave

history

privacy

celery

banana

telescope

vitamin

tomato

policeman

principal

library

castle

answer

knowledge

Challenge

government

management

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.  

1.  Identify the spelling word that is a compound word.                         _________________________

2.  Identify the consonant blend in the word telescope.                        _________________________

3.  Which spelling word has the /f/ sound in the middle of the word?  _________________________

4.   How many long vowel sounds are there in the word envelope?    _________________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  A kitchen appliance that heats up food items            _________________________

6.  The person in charge of a school            _________________________

7.  Clothing you wear when you go to bed           _________________________

8. A facility that provides care for sick people           _________________________
       

     
Unscramble the spelling words.  

9.    raybirl       ________________________     hint: a place where you can borrow books

10.  nitabec    ________________________     hint: a unit for storing items

11.  yapircv    ________________________     hint: being undisturbed or unobserved by others

12.  thiroys      ________________________     hint: the study of the past
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-23: Three-Syllable Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

vitamin      rectangle tomato imagine

spaghetti      celery internet      banana

13.  Can you  ________________________  what it would be like to walk on the moon?  

14.      Hannah peeled the bright yellow  ________________________  and sliced several pieces into 

her cereal.   

15.  Oswald's favorite meal is  ________________________  and meatballs. 

16. I am allowed to spend 30 minutes a day using the  ________________________.  

17. This red, juicy  ________________________  will be an excellent addition to my salsa recipe!    

18. Jimmy likes to drink orange juice because it has a lot of  ________________________  C in it.

19. A  ________________________  has two sets of parallel sides and four right angels.  One set of 

sides is longer than the other.    

20. _______________________  is a green, stalk-like vegetable that is in the same family as parsley.

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the silent consonant in the review word castle.                 ___________________________
                  

22. Name the silent consonant in the review word knowledge.        ___________________________

23. Which consonant is silent in the review word answer?       ___________________________
                     

24. Name the challenge word that contains four vowels.                   ___________________________
           

25. Which challenge word contains an r-controlled vowel?               ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY

Spelling Words
List D-23: Three-Syllable Words

Spelling Words Review

telephone

hospital

envelope

spaghetti

cabinet

internet

imagine

rectangle

pajamas

microwave

history

privacy

celery

banana

telescope

vitamin

tomato

policeman

principal

library

castle

answer

knowledge

Challenge

government

management

Answer the following questions about your spelling words.  

1.  Identify the spelling word that is a compound word.                         policeman

2.  Identify the consonant blend in the word telescope.                        sc

3.  Which spelling word has the /f/ sound in the middle of the word?  telephone

4.   How many long vowel sounds are there in the word envelope?    one long-vowel
sound

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  A kitchen appliance that heats up food items            microwave

6.  The person in charge of a school            principal

7.  Clothing you wear when you go to bed           pajamas 

8. A facility that provides care for sick people           hospital        
     
Unscramble the spelling words.  

9.    raybirl        library       hint: a place where you can borrow books

10.  nitabec    cabinet     hint: a unit for storing items

11.  yapircv     privacy     hint: being undisturbed or unobserved by others

12.  thiroys       history       hint: the study of the past
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Name: _________________________________                           List D-23: Three-Syllable Words

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

vitamin      rectangle tomato imagine

spaghetti      celery internet      banana

13.  Can you imagine what it would be like to walk on the moon?  

14.      Hannah peeled the bright yellow banana and sliced several pieces into her cereal.   

15.  Oswald's favorite meal is spaghetti and meatballs. 

16. I am allowed to spend 30 minutes a day using the internet.  

17. This red, juicy tomato will be an excellent addition to my salsa recipe!    

18. Jimmy likes to drink orange juice because it has a lot of Vitamin C in it.

19. A rectangle has two sets of parallel sides and four right angels.  One set of sides is longer 

than the other.    

20. Celery is a green, stalk-like vegetable that is in the same family as parsley. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Identify the silent consonant in the review word castle.                 t
                  

22. Name the silent consonant in the review word knowledge.        k

23. Which consonant is silent in the review word answer?       w
                     

24. Name the challenge word that contains four vowels.                   management
           

25. Which challenge word contains an r-controlled vowel?               government
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